Antioch School District 34- SMART Goal and Action Plan
Goal Area: Reduce Cafeteria Plate Waste

Goal Champion: FLT

1.) State the SMART goal (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Results-oriented, Target date).
By the end of the 2018-19 school year cafeteria plate waste will be reduced by implementing flavor stations.

2.) Describe data sources consulted and a summary analysis of the data that indicate the need for the goal.
The amount of food thrown out at the end of each lunch period is getting better. We started a share cart in the
2017-18 school year. This has helped reduce waste by allowing students the opportunity to return unopened,
prepackaged items and let other students take these items to eat if they are still hungry.
A flavor station will allow students more choices in adding additional spice or condiments to their food to make
it more suited to their taste buds.

3.) Identify the correlation of the stated school improvement goal to the District strategic plan.
Check all that apply:
GOAL 1: Continuous Student Growth & Achievement
GOAL 2: Supportive Learning Environment
x GOAL 3: High Quality Workforce
GOAL 4: Family and Community Partnerships
x GOAL 5: Efficient and Effective Use of Resources

4.) Summarize how this goal will be measured and what data will be monitored. What will be the evidence of
goal attainment?
The goal will be measured and monitored in each cafeteria by food services staff. A flavor station will allow
more flavor options for students to add to their entrée. The amount of food thrown out will be reduced in
garbage cans.

5.) Describe how continuous improvement through teamwork, collaboration and shared leadership will be
evident in goal attainment?
A plate waste study will be implemented in each cafeteria by winter break to see how much food is actually
being thrown out. The University of Illinois Extension in Grayslake will come to our District and help with this
study.

Action Plan: Key Steps and Timelines
Description of Proposed Action/Activity (What is
going to be done to address this goal?)

Results
(What will be the evidence of
completion of the activity?)

Timeline
(When will the
activity occur?)

Flavor Station

Adding flavor options to
entrée

Thanksgiving
Break

Plate Waste Study thru University of Illinois
Extension-Grayslake

Find out how much food is
being thrown away in each
school

Winter Break

